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Abstract: The paper presents a comprehensive approach for sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) screening analysis using a developed frequency scanning tool capable of handling power networks with hundreds of buses. PTI’s software packages like PSS/E and IPLAN programs were used for the development of the SSR tool. The frequency scanning technique scans for the sub-synchronous frequency range between 5 Hz to 59 Hz to determine the system driving point impedance (as a function of frequency) viewed from the neutral point of the generating unit under study. The proposed approach was applied to analyze the SSR phenomenon on several steam and gas driven turbine-generator plants in the northern part of the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) control area where several 500kV-transmission lines include series capacitor compensation. As a part of the study, credible contingencies that may lead to a network topology susceptible to SSR phenomenon are identified for proposed plants considered in the study.
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I. Introduction

Series capacitor compensation has been used widely in the AC transmission systems \cite{1} as an economical alternative for different purposes such as increasing transfer capability through a particular interface, controlling load sharing among parallel lines, and enhancing transient instability \cite{2}. However, their presence in the system may lead to the SSR phenomenon especially for the nearby generating plants that have a direct or a near radial connection to series capacitor compensated line(s).

Turbine-generator shaft failure and electrical instability at oscillation frequencies lower than the normal system frequency result from SSR. The two shaft failures at the Mohave Generating Station in Southern Nevada \cite{3} led to the advancements in understanding the SSR phenomenon as well as explaining the interaction between series capacitor compensated lines and the torsion mode of steam turbine-generators.

IEEE Sub-Synchronous Resonance Working Group report \cite{4} presented the basic theory, problem definition, analytical tools, testing, and countermeasures for mitigating the SSR effects. The report also discussed some related problems not caused by series capacitors such as device dependent synchronous oscillation (SSO) resulting from the interaction of a turbine-generator with fast acting controllers of power system components.

In an attempt to analyze the SSR phenomenon, several techniques were discussed in \cite{5} to simulate and analyze the SSR phenomenon. The most common techniques are eigenvalue analysis, transient torque analysis, and frequency scanning. Eigenvalue analysis deals with self-excitation and accurately provides all the natural modes and damping or undamping of the coupled electrical and mechanical system. However, eigenvalue studies are relatively expensive and suited for a rather small size network. Transient torque analysis deals with transient shaft torque due to SSR. The frequency scanning technique involves the determination of the driving point impedance over the defined frequency range of interest as viewed from the neutral bus of the generator under study. Frequency scanning studies are relatively inexpensive for large networks involving hundred of buses. As it was indicated in \cite{5}, frequency-scanning approach is an effective way to screen out system conditions that are potentially hazardous from an SSR standpoint.

In this regard, this paper presents a comprehensive approach for SSR screening analysis using a developed frequency-scanning tool capable of handling power networks with hundreds of buses. The developed tool utilizes PTI’s software packages such as PSS/E and IPLAN. The tools was used to analyze the SSR phenomenon on several steam and gas driven turbine-generator plants in the northern part of the WSCC control area where several 500kV-transmission lines include series capacitor compensation. The results of the analysis are presented and discussed.

II. Frequency Scanning Approach

The frequency scanning-based approach for SSR analysis consists of two major modules as shown in Figure 1.
**Module 1: Data manipulation and Network Reduction Module**

Since the effects of SSR are attenuated over distance, it is desirable to develop an equivalent of the network outside the area of which the study is to be performed. This will also decrease the computational time required to perform the frequency scanning in the second modules. Network reduction is only necessary for analysis of a large interconnected system. However, the tool is capable of analyzing the whole system if necessary. PSS/E package is used in this module.

---

**Module 2: Frequency scanning Module**

In this module, for each plant \(i\) and for every contingency \(j\), frequency scanning of the sub-synchronous frequency range between 5 Hz to 59 Hz determines the system driving point impedance \(Z_{ij}(f)\), as a function of frequency, viewed from the neutral point of the generator unit under study. The next step is to check for the **Induction Generator Effect** and **Torsional Interaction** [5].

The condition of induction generator effect may occur when the electrical network, as viewed from the neutral of the unit under study, exhibits a series resonant condition at an electric frequency \(f_e\) and the system resistance as seen from the neutral of the unit under study \((R_{ij}(f))\) is smaller than the rotor resistance at the per unit slip frequency \(s\) given by

\[
R_{ss} = \frac{f_e - 60}{f_e} \quad \text{(pu)}
\]

Note that this per unit frequency will always be a negative number because \(f_e\) is a sub-synchronous electric frequency. Thus, the rotor resistance (calculated based on unit I base MVA and voltage) the as seen from the neutral of the \(i^{th}\) generator will be negative and equal to

\[
\frac{r_{ss}}{s} \approx \frac{2}{s} (r_{si} - r_{gi})
\]

Where,

- \(r_{ss}\) is the per unit negative sequence generator resistance
- \(r_{gi}\) is the per unit armature generator resistance

Torsional interaction may occur when a natural torsional frequency of the spring-mass torsional model of the turbine-generator unit under study is very near \((\pm 1\) Hz) to a network electric resonant frequency. This is a sufficient but not necessary condition for torsional instability to occur. Torsional instability would occur if there is not sufficient electrical damping in the machine to damp out the SSR oscillations. Thus, the points in the frequency scanning plot of the system reactance that identify network configurations with SSR problem are those where the reactance is zero (series resonant point).

---

**III. Case Study**

The developed tool was applied to analyze the SSR phenomenon on several steam driven turbine-generator plants in the northern part of the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) area where several 500kV-transmission lines have series capacitor compensation. The study was performed to evaluate the SSR for credible contingencies that may lead to a network topology susceptible to SSR phenomenon.

For the purpose of including only those components that are of importance to the SSR screening study, a study system was created to include the HV and EHV transmission network in region under study and control areas with direct ties to that
region. After Network reduction, the study system includes 712 buses, 147 loads, 1269 branches, 246 generators, 6 control areas and no HVDC terminals.

The generation dispatch specified in the original LF base case was kept in the SSR screening study. However, as part of the methodology used in the frequency scanning method a few number of units were set off-line to study the sensitivity of the electrical resonant frequencies to the number of units in the study system being out of service. Three proposed power plants were screened for SSR: two are combined cycle plants: Plant 1 and Plant 2; the third plant (Plant 3) is a steam plant. The number of generating units in Plant 1 and Plant 3 is two while the number of units at Plant 2 is four.

The operating transmission voltages in the study system are 500 kV, 345 kV, 230 kV and 115 kV. Branches at lower voltage levels were not included in the study system because they present a high impedance path to flow of SSR currents and thus they do not significantly affect the study results. Network, generation and loads outside the study area were reduced to short circuit static equivalents connected at the boundary buses.

Two contingency scenarios were considered when studying the SSR phenomenon for the different units in the three plants under study as follows:

**Scenario 1:** considers credible double contingency outages from a set of a double contingency list. The selected credible double contingency outages are chosen based on the system configurations that they create that make the plant under study to some how, either directly or near radially connected to series capacitor compensated line(s).

**Scenario 2:** determines the existence of a system configuration that may result in the onset of SSR for the each of the power plant under study. This critical configuration occurs when the plant is radially connected to a series capacitor compensated line and the electrical resonant frequency is the highest. This system configuration yields the lowest driving point impedance or highest system conductance. Thus, the methodology of contingency selection would require an achievement of the highest possible conductance at the highest possible electrical resonant frequency. Outages of components that shunt SSR currents away from the generator unit under study will reduce system conductance and have only a small effect on resonant frequency. This system configuration is observed in plants with multiples units. The more units are operated in parallel the smaller is the impact of the SSR currents flowing to the generator under study. Therefore, the worst operating condition for SSR in plants with multiple units is one when there is only a single unit in service. The results for the SSR study using the two contingency scenarios mentioned above for the three plants are presented in the next sections and discussed.

**A. SSR Analysis for Plant 1**

For the system configuration with contingency scenario 1 and unit #1 in service, there is no indication for the potential of induction generator effect. The same conclusion is drawn when unit #2 is the only unit in service at Plant 1. This system configuration does not show a potential for torsional interaction when one unit is in service and when both units are in service.

For the contingency scenario 2, the following results were obtained:

1. When either unit #1 or unit #2 is on line, there is no indication for induction generator effect SSR problems.
2. When unit #1 is on line, there is a significant potential for torsional interaction if there is a torsional natural frequency close to 19.5 Hz. The variation of the network conductance as seen from the neutral of unit #1 is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. System Conductance by Unit #1 For Near Radial Connection](image)

3. When unit #2 is on line, there is no indication for a potential torsional interaction. The system conductance observed at the electric frequency of 39.9 Hz is too small to indicate any strong torsional interaction between the electric network and the unit torsional system.
4. When both units are on line, there is a small shift to higher electric frequencies as seen by units #1 and #2. The new values for these frequencies are 40.7 Hz and 40 Hz, respectively. The potential for torsional interaction observed for single operation of unit #1 and unit #2 is higher than for parallel operation since outages near and parallel to a generator will shunt SSR currents away from the generator by reducing system conductance.

**B. SSR Analysis for Plant 2**

For Plant 2, Units #1 and #3, and unit #2 and unit #4 operate in a combined cycle mode. Combustion turbines are furnished for units #1 and #2 while steam turbines are used in units #3 and #4.

For contingency scenario 1 with unit #1 in service, there is no indication for the potential of induction generator effect. The same conclusion is drawn when unit #3 is the only unit in service at Plant 2. As for torsional interaction in this scenario, there is a potential for torsional interaction at an electric
frequency of 36 Hz when only unit #1 is in service. When unit #3 is the only unit in service the potential torsional interaction is negligible. The operating scenario when all units are in service shifts the potential for torsional interaction to a higher electric frequency, 36.7 Hz, when viewed from unit #1 and no problems with torsional interaction for unit #3.

As for contingency scenario 2, the following results were obtained:

1. When only unit #1 is in service, there is a potential for induction generator effect at an electric frequency of 33.7 Hz and 55.2 Hz. The system resistance values at these two electrical resonant frequencies are 0.0024 p.u and 0.0075 p.u, respectively. Frequency scanning results are shown in Figure 3.

2. When only unit #3 is in service, there is no indication for a potential induction generator effect because unit #3 does not see any network resonant condition in the sub-synchronous range.

3. When only unit #1 is in service, there is a potential for torsional interaction if unit #1 has natural torsional frequencies close to 26.3 Hz and 4.8 Hz. Potential torsional interaction at the electric frequency of 55.2 Hz (4.8 Hz torsional) is not an issue because the majority of combustion turbines exhibit sub-synchronous torsional frequencies in the range between 14 Hz to 35 Hz. Figure 4 shows system conductance as a function of electrical frequency.

4. When only unit #3 is in service, there is a potential for torsional interaction if unit #3 has natural torsional frequencies close to 50.9 Hz and 9.8 Hz as shown in Figure 5.

5. The operating scenario of having all four units in service causes a small shift to higher frequencies. Also, outages near and parallel to a generator will shunt SSR currents away from the generator by reducing system conductance.

6. The loss of several generators in the vicinity of Plant 2 does not change appreciably the electric resonant frequencies for any of the two system configurations and operating scenarios studied for this plant.

C. SSR Analysis for Plant 3

For contingency scenario 1 with unit #1 in service, there is no indication for the potential of induction generator effect. The same conclusion is drawn when unit #2 is the only unit in service at Plant 3. This system configuration does not show a potential for torsional interaction when one unit is in service and when both units are in service.

For contingency scenario 2, there is no indication for the potential of induction generator effect. This system configuration, however, show a significant potential for torsional interaction if either unit #1 or unit #2 has a torsional frequency close to the electric frequency of 48.4 Hz as shown in Figure 6.
Outages near and parallel to a generator will shunt SSR currents away from the generator by reducing system conductance.

IV. Conclusion

The paper presented a comprehensive approach for sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) screening analysis using a developed frequency-scanning tool capable of handling power networks with hundreds of buses. PTI’s software packages like PSS/E and IPLAN programs were used for the development of the SSR tool. The frequency scanning technique scans for the sub-synchronous frequency range between 5 Hz to 59 Hz to determine the system driving point impedance (as a function of frequency) viewed from the neutral point of the generating unit under study. The proposed approach was applied to analyze the SSR phenomenon on several steam and gas driven turbine-generator plants in the northern part of the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) control area where several 500kV-transmission lines include series capacitor compensation. As a part of the study, credible contingencies that may lead to a network topology susceptible to SSR phenomenon are identified for the different plants considered for the study.
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